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 Re/Imagining Winnipeg
by LAWRENCE BIRD

ISBN: 9780993780028
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: StorefrontMB
Pub. Date: 2015-12-01
Pages: 100
Price: $20.00

The third publication from StorefrontMB, Re/Imagining Winnipeg brings together twelve provocative ideas for new interventions in Winnipeg’s urban form.
Coming from architects, planners and landscape architects, these ideas were originally submitted for a call for ideas sponsored by StorefrontMB and the
Winnipeg Free Press. They push the boundaries of what is possible – of what we can imagine – for the future of our city. Edited by Lawrence Bird and
Sharon Wohl, with an introduction by Dan Lett, and produced with the support of the RAIC.

 Gold Star Gratitude
First Journey
by Linda Szyszkowski

ISBN: 9780995011601
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Secret Adventures of Tiny Toba
Publisher: REAL NOW
Pub. Date: 2016-02-01
Pages: 32
Price: $29.99

This book is written and illustrated by the creative design team Linda Szyszkowski and Daniel Clement. Based on a true story for all ages, Tiny Toba travels
the world, teaching the importance of sprinkling gratitude into every area of your life. A portion of the proceeds will be going towards Children’s Charity.
 Linda, a teacher and counsellor, encourages others to follow their dreams. Linda, along with her bear Tiny Toba, have taught all over the world.
 Dan is a graphic design teacher and has a positive and encouraging attitude.
 Instantly practice a new Attitude of Gratitude.
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 Time Warps

by Jack Francis

ISBN: 9780994978608
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Jack Francis
Pub. Date: 2015-12-01
Pages: 164
Price: $10.00

Jack Francis is a Winnipeg based freelance writer. During a 35 year career as a journalist he did news, feature and editorial writing, editing, layout and
reporting covering a variety of areas. Much of his career was in weekly and daily newspaper work. Awards were earned in editorial, column, news reporting
and agricultural science writing. His freelance work has appeared in Canadian and U.S. newspapers and magazines and he has done a little radio and
television.

After retirement he became active in Creative Retirement and the Winnipeg Seniors Writers Workshop, where he wrote non-fiction, fiction and poetry as a
member, and soon became a creative writing instructor for the group. He was also a member of the Write Your Own Story group during stays in Victoria,
B.C.

This is his first book, a collection of short memoirs, the parts of what he calls an ordinary life, which combine to tell a history that shows that everyone has
an interesting story to tell. He is notorious for asking people: "What do you do in real life, and why haven't I read about it?"

He told many of those people who had many interesting and funny things to tell to him: "You just got in my book."  And many of them did. 
He says he would never have written about his own real life if it hadn't been for the urging of many people who encouraged him to share with others the
interesting and fu ...
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